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COMING UP:
NOV. 17 — EOC, 1800-2000.
JHF/EMS Battalion Chief Kathy
Clay will review the AmeriGas
Incident, one year later, at our
monthly meeting. This was the
incident that sparked interest in
having CERT members form a
rehab strike team and led to the
CERT participants being designated “Hometown Heroes” in a
mayor/council proclamation
last February.
DEC. 15 — EOC, 1800-2000. The
Teton County Public Health
Dept. will train CERT’s Strike
Team members in food handling — but all CERT members
are invited to participate.
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Rehab unit is taking off, dining out, fitting in
piece of pizza and a couple of
cookies should help you rePut yourself in the boots of a charge your nearly depleted
typical Jackson Hole firefighter.
stock of energy and enthusiasm.
By FRED WHISSEL

All afternoon you have been
battling a stubborn structure fire,
wearing 40 pounds of bulky protective gear, periodically lugging
the additional weight of a tank of
oxygen. A brisk northern wind
has been steadily shoving a drizzle of icy rain sideways, driving
the chill factor to well below
freezing. All of those things together have made your day miserable. You are cold, wet, bonetired, and mentally exhausted,
but at least happy to have soon
found a way to extricate the family’s terrified tiny terrier from the
slowly shrinking island of safety
where it had found shelter from
the heat, smoke, and flames.
It’s time to take another break,
and you’re really looking forward
to simply sitting down inside the
new rehab bus and enjoying its
cushioned, vinyl-covered seats
and heater-warmed air--if only
for a few minutes. What’s more,
it’s now mealtime, and even a

But unexpectedly arranged before you, in a neatly organized
tableau of tables and cooking
equipment, are cardboard cups
of hot, steaming apple cider, as
much homemade vegetarian
chili as you can handle, freshbaked garlic bread, a garden
salad (with your choice of dressings), steaming homemade spaghetti, rows of quesadillas….
Wow.
And it all is completely sheltered
against the wind and icy rain, in
a tall roomy tent with side panels
and even a “door,” to shut out
the weather and keep you warm.
You chow down on what is probably the best meal that you’ve
ever had while fighting a fire. It’s
being served by several smiling
CERT volunteers, who seem
happy to help you slip out of
your heavy duds, sanitize your
hands, eat, drink, and relax.

It’s all part of an expanded partnership between CERT and
Jackson Hole Fire/EMS, under
which the department has purchased several thousand dollars’
worth of new “rehabilitation”
equipment and supplies.
To
store and transport everything,
JHF/EMS has even secured the
use of a “new” full-sized bus.
The new emphasis on firefighter
rehabilitation—providing refreshments, a comfortable environment, and basic physiological
and psychological health assessments
during
incident
breaks—began with an observation by Chief Willy Watsabaugh
about a year ago. Always looking for ways to make his department operate more efficiently
and safely, Watsabaugh noticed
that a CERT Strike Team providing “rehab” services for his
crews seemed more than willing
and able to carry out a function
that previously had consumed
way too much of his department’s available manpower.
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 3)
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CERT, ARC, PAWS/DART share safety tips at local K-Mart
Shoppers who came to the Jackson KMart on Saturday, September 26 may
have wondered what all of the commotion was about. Parked close by the
entrance were three large trailers, with
signs on their sides saying “Teton County CERT,” “Disaster Animal Response
Team,” and “American Red Cross.”
All around them were orange plastic
traffic cones, barricades of street-signyellow “CAUTION” tape, and several
workers in reflective safety vests or orange or red tee-shirts, some brandishing bright red fire extinguishers. What
the heck was going on?
Except for a lack of big black clouds of
oily smoke, snaking canvas water hoses, and screaming sirens, all of those
indicators could have pointed towards
the latest calamity in Jackson Hole.
Earthquake? Landslide? Buffalo jam?
What it was, was simply K-Mart’s annual
“Safety Days” weekend. Each September, the chain-store operation takes two
days to urge both employees and shoppers to prepare themselves for all kinds
of home and workplace mishaps, or to
prevent them from ever happening. For
the past three years, Teton County
CERT members have showed up to
make a similar spiel about suppressing
small fires — and preventing them.
So far, CERT volunteers have taught
more than 200 K-Mart customers and
employees how to fight small fires (up to
trash-can size), when to call it quits, and
when to bring in the pros. Since 2010,
nearly 1,000 persons at various venues
around the county have received the
CERT training, including GTNP rangers.
That was when Teton County purchased
a complete, kit-in-a-can fire extinguisher
training system called “BullEx.” (More
officially, it is known as an “Intelligent
Training System,” or ITS, by its manufacturer.) Using sensors and timers, it
detects when a trainee is aiming and
sweeping the extinguisher spray properly, according to a fire’s “class.”
Unlike most home and business fire

extinguishers, CERT’s five BullEx ones
use compressed air instead of a gas
propellant, and spray water instead of a
dry-chemical powder to either cut off a
fire’s air (oxygen) or smother its fuel
(whatever). Each attempt is automatically timed, and informal competitions
between the trainees are the result.
“Our BullEx extinguishers work just like
most of the common ones,” said Rich
Ochs, Teton County’s Emergency and
CERT coordinator.
“But having no
powdery mess to clean up afterwards is
huge, and by running on compressed
air they cost virtually nothing to refill.”
Also, Rich said, the BullEx extinguishers are repeatedly refillable right at the
training site, whereas “real” ones must
be taken to a commercial supplier to be
recharged.
In previous years, Jackson Hole Fire/
EMS has parked one of its lime-green
trucks in K-Mart’s parking lot to help
draw attention to the free CERT training
and to provide tours for children. This
year no vehicle was available, so all
three disaster response organizations
in Teton County (CERT, PAWS/DART,
and the American Red Cross) decided
to circle their wagons and shoot for free
tours.
In addition to scoping out the trailers or
fighting a fire, passersby could also pick
up a package of disaster-oriented literature, including coloring books
and
crayons for children, or receive a one-

(PHOTO BY RICH OCHS)
day emergency preparation kit, just
for going through the free BullEx
training, which consumed only about
five minutes of their time. Adults
could also register to win a vehiclesized fire extinguisher provided by
Jackson Hole Security.
CERT volunteers who took part in
this year’s K-Mart training included
David “Huck” Henneberry, Pat
Snyder, and Barbara and Fred
Whissel, while the Red Cross was
represented by Dee Buckstaff and
Craig Kirkpatrick. In addition to
serving as CERT’s safety officer, Pat
also offered tours of the PAWS/
DART trailer.

The CERT Team EFFORT is a quarterly publication of Teton County
Emergency Management, 3240 S.
Adams Canyon Dr., Jackson, WY
83001. Any opinions expressed may
not be held by TCEM or the Teton
County Citizen Corps Council, which
guides and primarily supports the
Teton County CERT team. To comment on our articles, suggest story
ideas, or to contact us for any other
reason,
please
email
us
at
em@tetonwyo.org.
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...rehab unit
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)
Prior to last November, the limited
amount of rehabilitation equipment and
supplies available to his volunteers were
stored in a cargo-carrying vehicle that
had to be driven to each lengthy firefighting or search-and-rescue incident.
Then, one or two crew members would
do the best he or she could to refresh
the other crew members during breaks,
by distributing mainly donated food and
drinks (like pizzas, cookies, hot chocolate, tea, and bottled water). To warm
them up, the best available solution was
to bring in a town-owned S.T.A.R.T. bus.
But then “the AmeriGas Incident” happened. One cold November afternoon,
propane gas explosions and fires broke out
behind Smith’s on High School Road, destroying three buildings and several parked
vehicles. For a while, even grocery shoppers in Smith’s were threatened. When
Incident Commander Kathy Clay called
Rich Ochs at the Emergency Operations
Center and requested help from CERT
volunteers, nearly a dozen members responded to his Nixle alert, almost instantly
left their jobs and homes, converged in
Smith’s parking lot, and soon set up a rehab area, with tables, chairs, even heat
from three large “hurricane” propane burners (which were loaned by Teton Rentals).

CERT team volunteers engage Chief Willy Watsabaugh and Battalion Chief Jim
Tucker in a rehab class discussion at the EOC.
(PHOTO BY FRED WHISSEL)
to and from incidents, as needed, by John- the Chief, Emergency Coordinator Ochs,
Sherwin, Tucker, and Hap and Deana
son himself.)
Johnson of Jackson Hole Security.
Also involved in the rehab program have
been Battalion Chief Matt Redwine and
Brenda Sherwin, who was appointed rehab
unit coordinator by Chief Watsabaugh.

As they ate, Watsabaugh assured the
CERT volunteers that he has been to many
incidents around the country during his
firefighting years, and has eaten a lot of
Although the program has consumed a field-cooked meals, but he has never had a
huge chunk of the Chief’s time and effort better meal, nor seen it prepared for so
(he has personally taught two four-hour many so quickly.
classroom training sessions), members of Plans call for the rehab unit to receive adthe CERT rehab unit have already re- ditional training in food service and disaster
sponded to a half-dozen incidents. Last psychology (which is already a chapter in
February, two members rolled out of bed at CERT’s basic training program). Under
3 a.m. to help out at a structure fire at rehab guidelines, as firefighters come in for
Moosehead Ranch, where temperatures a break, they have to be helped out of their
dipped below -20˚F. Most recently, other soggy suits and given a basic health-status
rehab volunteers made three separate trips exam by trained EMTs—who can be asto Granite Creek, where Search and Res- sisted by CERT volunteers. Just as imcue workers were scouting the area in an portantly, both EMTs and CERT rehab unit
attempt to find a missing hunter.
workers are charged with the task of obSome two-dozen CERT volunteers already serving both the physical and mental states
have gone through the CERT-prescribed of firefighters as they take a break, and
training program. In addition to classroom must report any apparent problems to their
work, they have helped unpack, assemble, supervisors if needed.

All afternoon the CERT unit serviced the
firefighters on break, passed out Domino’sdonated pizzas and other food and beverages, and even took refreshments to the
firefighters and nearby police officers who
were either not able to interrupt their tasks test, and stock much of the new equipor in between the vital breaks..
ment, including a 10’ x 20’ tent with side
panels. Last week, they even cooked a
Chief Watsabaugh thought those CERT complete meal—using only what they
services had been so significant that he would have available to them at the site of
decided to work with Ochs to greatly ex- an incident. Due to the time of day, they
pand CERT’s rehab involvement. Putting ended up serving and cleaning up in the
dark, which meant setting up pole-mounted
Battalion Chief Jim Tucker in charge of LED lights and a gas-powered generator.
buying more equipment, he took it upon
himself to provide classroom training for In just 45 minutes, about 20 CERT rehab
unit members prepared (from scratch) a
CERT volunteers willing to form a rehab hot, healthy meal for 23 persons, including
unit. Then Hap Johnson of Jackson Hole
Security agreed to find and purchase a
large bus to be the main rehab vehicle.
(The bus is stored at Jackson Hole Security, maintained by that company, and driven

Those CERT members who have already
joined the rehab unit seem to feel that their
efforts are truly appreciated—and they
have an official proclamation to prove it. In
late February, Jackson Mayor Sara Flitner
and the Town Council proclaimed all of
those who took part in “the AmeriGas Incident” as “Hometown Heroes.” That motion
was soon seconded by top officials at
Smith’s main office, who expressed their
appreciation to JHF/EMS with a check, an
awards ceremony, and a Smith’s deli meal.
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Shaping up: CERT trailer now (literally) ‘Where It’s At’
If you’ve been a Teton County CERT volunteer for several years, you probably
know how many times we have “reworked”
its contents: taking everything out, sorting
and marking them, putting everything back,
and hoping for the best the next time you
try to find what you need.
No more.
After more than 50 hours of item-by-item
counting and labeling to come up with an
accurate and complete inventory of the
trailer’s contents, we now have a system
that not only works but should last.
Hopefully.
The weeks-long project to come up with a
better trailer inventory mousetrap was undertaken by Fred and Barbara Whissel,
with the support of Coordinator Rich Ochs
and hundreds of tax dollars provided by
Teton County’s citizens. Everything in the
trailer was removed, identified, counted,
sorted, labeled, and restocked.

“LOCO” inventory system.

CERT trailer at an incident site: one to
physically “pull” or restock an item, the
No tub or individual item has more than other to take care of the paperwork.
one label--which must always face towards
the center of the trailer. To restock an item Until now, local CERT members have been
without fear of failure, you simply match up a bit lax in actually using the eight CERT
the label on the shelf with an identical one forms that are found in the green “Quick
on the tub or item. As long as both labels Series Field Operations Guide” (page 23)
match, and are visible, you’ve got it!
and elsewhere. That is out of sync with
both field and EOC operations—which
Even better, we now have a super-easy routinely use and rely upon properly comway to quickly find exactly what we need. pleted forms to maintain accountability,
On one of the rear doors is posted a HUGE communication, and organization.
chart with virtually every item in the trailer
listed—in alphabetical order—along with its “Our CERT members really need to begin
shelf location and the quantity in stock.
practicing the correct use of forms,” said
Ochs. “It is extremely important to docuStanding at the rear of the trailer and look- ment and communicate information about
ing forward, there are three “sections” of a disaster situation and resource status at
shelves: LEFT (L), FRONT (F), and RIGHT each level of organization.”
(R). As you stand before each section,
and look from the rear towards the front, At some point, Rich said, CERT Form 7
there are four “banks,” or columns, of (“Equipment Inventory”) will need to be
shelves: A, B, C, D. Finally, every bank in completed, both when checking out and
a section has from one to five shelves, returning trailer items. Whether that needs
which are cleverly identified as 1, 2, 3, 4, or to be done by the submitting member or by
5, with shelf 1 being the floor and shelf 5 at one of the trailer operators has yet to be
the top. “AISLE” items are in the center.
decided.

As a result, it now should be much easier
to find things in the future, there is more
space for additional items, and the trailer’s For instance, “LC3” would be in the LEFT
interior looks much more organized.
section of the trailer, in the C bank, on the
third shelf from the floor: L/C/3.
Longtime members who step inside
CERT’s remodeled trailer should immedi- You also have two other choices for finding
ately notice more than a dozen new plastic an item. In a new Folders box (on shelf
tubs, both large and small, that are better- RB5) you will find not only blank CERT
suited to the shelving system that Fred forms and various equipment instruction
designed and installed on one Saturday a sheets, but also a complete, updated incouple of years ago (with carpentry help ventory list—from which the rear door chart
from Huck Henneberry and Rich). The was made. Or, you can now go to the
new tubs also are milky-clear, allowing “Documents” tab in Mission Manager, click
most contents to be identified just by look- on “CERT Trailer,” and download or print
ing, and squarish, as opposed to the slant- out a copy of the inventory list for yourself.
walled tubs previously used. They replace
the several opaque, more-angled tubs that The computerized inventory list also allows
were either cracked, under-filled or lid-less. whoever is assigned to trailer supervision
at an incident site to use a TCEM laptop to
The most-obvious aspect of the trailer keep a constant record of who checks out
shelves now is that each item (or tub) is what items (and when)—and who checks
uniquely labeled, using a labeling gun with them back in (and when). This record
two black letters and one number on a could then be provided to the incident comwhite tape. Each white label is centered mander for use in preparing an after-action
on black “gaffer’s tape,” and matches a report, be of use in determining which desimilar one on the shelf where that item (or pleted items need to be re-ordered, etc.
its tub) is found. Only items like blankets
and tarps are not labeled—but even those The inventory system was devised with the
may be quickly located, using Fred’s new intent of having two persons man the

“We haven’t had any major problems with
items that are checked out not being returned,” said Ochs, “but the potential exists, and we at least should know how to
avoid that by simply filling out a form correctly. Plus, now that we finally have an
accurate inventory, we need to keep it upto-date.”
That brings us to the end of this story: what
goes up must come down, and what goes
out needs to come back in—and be restocked in the exact same location where it
was found to begin with.
“That may seem like a lot of work,” said
Whissel. “But you can see how much time,
effort, and cost went into inventorying all of
these items, re-filing them, labeling them,
and coming up with a system that is actually very easy to use. Just call me ‘LOCO,’
but I even found a place for our MREs!”

BEFORE AND AFTER
On Page Ten, you will find several
photos of our trailer’s new interior
— and what it USED to look like!
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August Field Day was great, and had even greater training exercise
Nearly two-dozen CERT members showed
up at the EOC in August with their protective gear for the team’s annual field day

found to be uninjured had a strip of green
triage tape looped around an arm, while
those with non-life-threatening injuries were
identified with a yellow tape, those with lifethreatening injuries were immediately given
basic treatment and identified with red
tape. The deceased victim was marked
with a black strip of tape.

No, the food and drinks really weren’t
THAT bad—just the opposite. The volunteers had been given advance notice of a
post-picnic training session, which turned
out to be one of the most-ambitious and
rewarding team exercises in years.
Remarkably, the exercise itself was member organized. Normally, both the monthly
meetings and the annual picnic are
planned and conducted by TCEM and
CERT Coordinator Rich Ochs. This time
around, Ochs decided to see what team
leaders could do on their own.
While Ochs still orchestrated the picnic, the
exercise portion of the day was under the
auspices of Al Zuckerman, Cody Daigle,
and Fred Whissel, who spent several hours
exchanging emails, holding meetings, and
preparing a weather-adaptive “Plan B.”

Dorothy had a very good time!

scribed emergency procedures, including
issuing a Nixle alert that called all CERT
team members to report to the EOC in their
PPE (“Personal Protective Equipment”) for
assignment.

As team members responded, Ochs appointed an Incident Commander (Sylvia
Raumaker), who in turn appointed an
SAR Team Leader (Dee Buckstaff), who
chose its members. Raumaker gave the
Strike Team the task of following up on the
reportedly trapped CERT victims, asking
In the end, the trio’s hard work came up them to do a search of the moderately
with an exercise which tested the entire damaged building, including all floors, and
team’s ability to establish an incident com- extricate any injured victims, after “triage.”
mand post, properly fill out a requisition
form, practice small fires suppression, per- That led Dee to fill out a CERT 7
form a search-and-rescue mission, set up “Equipment Inventory” request for typical
and operate a first-aid station, make use of SAR items, which were obtained from the
our radio communication protocols, and trailer. The team then went to the burn
release requisitioned items from the newly building, where its members encountered
reorganized CERT trailer, which had been several small fires which had to be extin“towed” (about 50 feet!) to the incident site. guished. (It was just coincidental that they
seemed to look an awful lot like our BullEx
The exercise was based on a simulation of training fires.)
what could happen if Teton County happened to undergo a swarm of earthquakes, After going to the blazes, the Strike Team
causing both property damage and person- then
“overhauled”
(assessed)
and
al injuries. Not even CERT members were searched the building’s exterior, determinspared the devastating impact of those ing that it was okay to enter safely, then
very possible earthquakes, since the exer- followed the proper SAR procedure and
cise called for a “CERT team” to be carry- marked their time of entry on a board near
ing out a training exercise in the Adams the door, using the standard “X” pattern
Canyon Station 7 “burn” building when the (which would be completed after the interiquakes occurred.
or search).
The fun and games began when “a member of the public” phoned the Teton County
Dispatch Center
to report a possibly
trapped CERT team. When dispatchers
passed that call on to Ochs, at the county’s
Emergency Operations Center, he followed
through by implementing several pre-

As they encountered victims—who were
played by other CERT members and even
several volunteers from the families of
CERT members—the searchers reported
their findings to the strike team leader, using the team’s FRS radios and following a
standard communications protocol. In turn,
Team Leader Buckstaff reported the number of victims and apparent injuries to the
Incident Commander.
With the injuries and even a death confirmed, Incident Commander Raumaker
radioed Ochs for an additional CERT strike
team to be assigned to set up and operate
a first-aid station, from the available standby members in the EOC.
Following the same procedures as the SAR
team, a Medical Strike Team was formed,
with Ben Tucker as its leader, which reported to the Incident Commander, obtained
medical supplies and equipment from the
CERT trailer, and picked out an appropriate
location in the parking lot near the burn
building but also accessible by ambulances
and other transportation vehicles, so that
all injured victims could be taken to St.
John’s Hospital (or to the county morgue,
only about 30 feet away.)
As the injured victims were extricated, they
were moved to the first-aid station, where
members of the medical team performed
another round of triage, separated the injured according to the seriousness of their
wounds, and began basic treatment.

CERT,
Cross,
While it wasRed
far-and-away
the most complicated and challenging team exercise the
and
PAWS/DART
CERT volunteers had undergone over the

Upon entering, the team encountered sev- past several years, it was so successful
eral injured victims—and even one who that Ochs hopes to come up with similar
was deceased. All of the injured were
“triaged”—checked for airway obstructions,
SEE ALL THE PIX ON PAGE 9
major bleeding, and shock, with the headto-toe, “30-2-Can Do” method learned in
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 9)
basic training—and classified.
Anyone

Teamed Up for
Safety in September
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What CERT has been ‘up to’ over the past three months
Rehab training and call-outs have been
getting the most CERT attention since our
last newsletter issue, but various other activities helped to make that period one of
the team’s busiest quarter ever.

Anpeytu Raben, Barbara Whissel, Ben
Tucker, Cody Daigle, David “Huck”
Henneberry, Debbie Meagher, Dee Buckstaff,
Dorothy
Neckels,
Ingrid
Watsabaugh, Jim Joseph, Karen Stewart, Kyle Carmichael, Laurie Fakawa,
On JULY 14, our regular monthly meeting Mary Kamstra, Pam Flores, Pat Snyder,
focused on rehab training, and 11 members Patti Robertson, Sylvia Raumaker, and
attended, including Al Zuckerman, Debbie Fred Whissel.
Meagher, Dorothy Neckels, Ernie Labelle, Frances Pollak, Kyle Carmichael, On SEPTEMBER 2, Huck Henneberry,
Laurie Fakawa, Pam Flores, Pat Snyder, Fred Whissel, and the Whissels’ visiting
Ron Davison, and Fred Whissel.
son Carl (from Reno, NV) provided BullEx
training for more than a dozen employees
On AUGUST 14, seven CERT members at the Teton County Public Health Departheard JHF/EMS Battalion Chief Jim Tucker ment.
and Unit Rehab Coordinator Brenda Sherwin give an overview of the team’s supplies On SEPTEMBER 10, Al Zucker and Pat
in the new bus and Rescue 14, then set up Snyder responded to a rehab unit callrehab’s new tent. They included Al Zucker- out involving a structure fire on East Simpman, Debbie Meagher, Ernie Labelle, son Ave.
Kyle Carmichael, Pat Snyder, Pam FloOn SEPTEMBER 14, Barb Whissel, Huck
res, and Fred Whissel.
Henneberry, Kyle Carmichael, Pat
On AUGUST 27, some 20 members of the Snyder, and Fred Whissel either learned
team had a regular field day, not only en- or improved their BullEx fire extinguisher
joying a great picnic in the EOC parking lot skills at the regular monthly meeting.
and center but also taking part in one of the
team’s most-comprehensive exercises in On SEPTEMBER 18, Huck Henneberry
years.
After the meal, the volunteers and Fred Whissel joined several members
trained to set up an incident command of Regional Emergency Response Team 8
post, perform search and rescue, suppress to set up RERT’s new BullEx unit for the
small fires, operate a first-aid station, carry first time and be briefed on its operation by
out intra-team radio communications, and a representative of the manufacturer.
check out equipment and supplies from the RERT’s BullEx unit both costs a bit more
trailer. Attendees included Al Zuckerman, than the one we use and is also about 10

GRANITE CREEK PHOTOS
BY PAT SNYDER

times larger! (It also consumes about 10
gallons of propane gas per minute!)
On SEPTEMBER 21, Mary Kamstra, Mary
Lou Klene, and Pat Snyder packed information bags at the EOC to be handed out
during K-Mart’s Safety Days on September
26.
On SEPTEMBER 25, Ben Tucker, Dennis
Jones, Karen Stewart, Mary Kampstra,
and Mikey Franco went to Granite Creek to
set up the rehab unit for Search and Rescue workers as they looked for an elderly
hunter who was reported missing.
On SEPTEMBER 26, K-Mart’s Safety Days
drew Huck Henneberry, Barbara Whissel,
Dee Buckstaff, Nan Neth, Pat Snyder,
and Fred Whissel, who set up information
tables, passed out safety literature, offered
tours of the CERT, Red Cross, and PAWS/
DART trailers, and conducted BullEx small
fires suppression training. (Craig Kirkpatrick pulled the Red Cross trailer into
position but was unable to hang around.)
Also on SEPTEMBER 26, the rehab unit
was again called out to Granite Creek as
SAR volunteers continued searching for the
lost hunter. Responders included Dee
Buckstaff, Jennifer Franco, Kyle Carmichael, Mary Lou Klene, Mikey Franco,
and Pat Snyder, who set up facilities and
served a complete meal.
Finally, on SEPTEMBER 27, the Rehab
Strike Team made a final trip to Granite
Creek. They included Al Zuckerman,
Pam Flores, Anne Mostkoff, and Sylvia
Raumaker.
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REHAB 101: Everything you always wanted to know, but...
What, exactly, is “rehab”?
If you look up the dictionary definition, you
may soon conclude that “rehabilitation” has
to do with the assisted restoration of a previous state or condition. In the case of
firefighters or members of a search and
rescue team, it has to do with recuperation.
Fighting fires or forcing one’s way through
a hilly, briars-filled forest trying to find a
missing person can be very hard work…
and very dangerous.
Such activities place extreme physical and
psychological demands on the human
body, so making maximum use of periodic
opportunities to recover some lost strength
and mental balance is essential.
“Rehab” is so significant, in fact, that the
National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) has not just one but hundreds of
strict “codes” and “standards” related to
firefighting, which must be followed closely
by any fire department or fire chief who
hopes to avoid some seriously debilitating
lawsuits from physically or mentally injured fighting fires and performing other dangerous duties. They are devised, disseminatfirefighters.
ed, and enforced by more than 250
In 2008, NFPA 1582 set medical standards “technical committees” comprised of some
for firefighters to meet in order to be able to 8,000 volunteers, and used throughout the
do their jobs. That was followed by NFPA world.
1583, which set fitness standards. Then
NFPA 1584, the current applicable set of The national CERT program devotes an
standards, combined both 1582 and 1583. entire four-hour instruction module to familiarizing members with the ins and outs of
The NFPA has come up with more than rehabilitation. This classroom training both
300 codes and standards, all designed to supplements other study modules and
minimize the risks and consequences of builds upon them, enabling CERT volunteers to work directly
with such agencies
and organizations as
Jackson Hole Fire/
Emergency Medical
Services.
So what, exactly, is
“rehab”? Well, firefighting is hot and
strenuous work, and
the combination of
hard work, high temperatures, and handling heavy equipment makes it very
hard for the human
body to cool down
t h r o u g h normal

sweating. That causes dehydration, which
causes the body’s core temperature to rise,
which can lead to heat stress.
To counter all of that, firefighters must receive periodic rest, rehydration, and nourishment—accompanied by basic monitoring and medical evaluation by technicians
who know what signs to look for to prevent
further physical and mental deterioration.
NFPA 1584 sets certain rules that apply to
those periodic breaks. For instance, one
guideline requires a firefighter to halt work
and go to a formal rehab area, drink
“appropriate” fluids, and rest for a minimum
of 20 minutes after 40 minutes of “intense
work” without a self-contained breathing
apparatus. The rest time is different if the
firefighter has lugged an oxygen tank.
Bottom line, members of CERT’s rehab
unit have received specialized training in
order to help those critical providers of
emergency services keep themselves
sound — in both mind and body. That’s
not a bad goal in anybody’s book!

GRANITE CREEK SEARCH AND
RESCUE PHOTOS BY HAP
JOHNSON
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Some of our photographic memories from the past 3 months
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EARTHQUAKE EXERCISE PHOTOS
BY FRED WHISSEL

...field day and exercise

from Jackson Hole Fire/EMS, these extremely realistic simulations had previously
been used at a Teton County Annual Full(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5)
Scale Exercise at Jackson Hole Airport. In
their previous exercises, CERT “victims”
ones in the future. Almost every aspect of
had been given slips of paper with written
CERT basic training was involved, team
descriptions of injuries—or small toy
coordination and cooperation was necesstuffed animals with notes had been used.
sary throughout, the vital communications
protocols were practiced, and even the
“I think this was the best exercise that we
BullEx fire extinguisher training of volunhave done in a long time” said Ochs. “It
teers was evaluated. After the exercise
was a big help to have so many family
was completed, a standard “hot wash,” or
members show up to act out the roles of
after-action review, was held.
victims, and the many hours of planning by
Making the exercise even more realistic the three exercise organizers paid off.
was the use of various “moulage” wounds, Everyone involved just did a terrific job,
burns and even broken bones. Borrowed and they not only learned a lot but had a

great time.”
Family members who assisted in the exercise included Brenda Sherwin and Kate
Daigle. (We apologize for not obtaining
the names of any other family participants.)
CERT members who attended this event
included Al Zuckerman, Anpeytu Raben,
Barbara Whissel, Ben Tucker, Cody Daigle, David “Huck” Henneberry, Debbie
Meagher, Dee Buckstaff, Dorothy Neckels, Ingrid Watsabaugh, Jim Joseph,
Karen Stewart, Kyle Carmichael, Laurie
Fukawa, Mary Kamstra, Pat Snyder,
Pam Flores, Patti Robertson, Sylvia
Raumaker, and Fred Whissel.
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Before & after: our new trailer storage/inventory system

BEFORE SHELVES (2013)

Mismatched tubs, boxes, loose items
In 2013, the CERT trailer was a mess. After we
built shelves that year
and re-packed everything, it was easier to
find things.
But we
needed a whole new
inventory, new tubs, and
new thinking about the
way we check things in
and out.
Some 50
hours later, here’s the
result. (See story on
Page 4 for more info.)
PHOTOS BY FRED WHISSEL

AFTER REORGANIZATION (2015)

AFTER SHELVES (2013)

